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STATE  OF CALIFORNIA  -·  HEALTH  ANO WELFARE  AGENCY  PETE  WILSON,  Governor  

DEPARTMENT OF SOCIAL SERVICES  
744 P  Street,  Sacramento,  CA  95814  

April 10,  1997  

ALL COUNTY INFORMATION  NOTICE I-24-97

TO:  ALL  COUNTY  WELFARE  DIRECTORS  

SUBJECT:   NOTICE  OF ACTION  (NOA)  MESSAGES FOR  THE  MINOR  PARENT  

REQUIREMENT  (TEEN  PREGNANCY  DISINCENTIVE) FOR  THE  AID 

TO FAMILIES WITH  DEPENDENT  CHILDREN  (AFDC)  PROGRAM  

REFERENCE:  ACL  96-65,  DATED  NOVEMBER 26,  1996  

The purpose of this letter is to transmit  the  attached NOA messages and NA form  

developed as a result of the Minor Parent provisions. Subsequent  to the release  of the  

implementing ACL, the need for additional NOA  messages and   an  NA form  was  identified. See  

Attachments I and II for information about usage, updating the NOA handbook and translations.  

If  you  have any  questions,  please contact  the following staff:  

NOAs:   Pam  Kian  - AFDC  Policy Implementation  Bureau (9I 6) 654- I 80I  /CALNET  

464-1801.  

Translations:  Language  Services  Bureau (916) 654-1282/CALNET  464-1282.  

NA  Form:  Forms  Management  (916) 657-1907/CALNET  437-1907,  

BRUCE  WAGSTAFF  

Deputy Director  

Welfare Programs  Division  



 

 

 

 

      

         

     

The M44-113Gl was based from the basic income change message (M44-113O). The 

message language was left intact with only the right side budget being modified. This is 

to accommodate the "Baby MAP" formula for senior aided cases. 
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ATTACHMENT  I  

NOA  MESSAGES  

M40-l 71C (2/97) Application Processing: Approve  

The  M40-l  71C  was  based from  the basic approval  message (M40-l  73A).  The  message  

language was  modified to delete the BIC  language since it  is  now  standard  on  the NA  

forms.  Also,  the  right  side budget  is  new  to accommodate the "Baby  MAP"  formula.  

M44-113Gl  (2/97) Income  - Change in Income: Change  

M44-133Q  (2/97)  Income  - Change  in  Minor  Parent  Income:  Change  

This  message was  originally included  in the ACL  as  clean  up only.  The message 

language has  not  changed,  only  the right  side budget.  This i s  to accommodate the "Baby  

MAP"  formula for  deemed cases.  

M44-133V (2/97) Income Eligibility, F.E. - Susp Minor Parent: Change  

The  M44-133V  message was  developed to  address  minor parent  cases  where  the senior 

parent's  deemed  income causes  the minor to  be suspended  for one  month only  due to  

financial  eligibility,  leaving  the minor's  child(ren)  eligible.  

M44-133W (2/97) Income Eligibility, 185%  - Susp Minor Parent: Change  

The  M44-133W  message  was  developed to  address  minor parent  cases  where  the senior 

parent's  deemed  income causes  the minor to  be suspended  for one  month only  due to  

185%,  leaving the minor's child(ren) eligible.  

M44-207K4 (2/97) Income Eligibility, F.E. - Suspend AU: Change  

This  message was  developed to  address  cases  which include minor parents  where the 

AU's  income causes  the case to  be suspended  for  one month  due to  financial  eligibility, 

leaving  the minor's child(ren)  eligible.  

M44-207KS (2/97) Income Eligibility, 185%  - Suspend AU: Change  

This  message was  developed to  address  cases  which include minor parents  where the 

AU's  income causes  the case to  be suspended  for  one month  due to  185%,  leaving  the 

minor's  child(ren)  eligible.  

T89-201B (2/97) Minor Parent  - Implement Formula Change: Change  

This  temporary message was  developed  to address  minor  parent  cases  where  the senior  

parent's  income (deemed  or aided) did  not  change,  but  the  grant  increases  due  to "Baby  

MAP"  formula.  
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